
Ref: reply to sarah bates executive primary principal crst response 2023 04 17 Mr Morris 

Response Letter 

From: johns dad & st stephens school 

Sent: 2023 04 19 

 

Hello again sarah 

 

There is no rush on any foi request. If you need more time just say and I will gladly honour a 

grace period or thirty more days… 

 

As to your expectation, here goes… 

I swear by almighty god, father source, creator, and by divine intervention, I now give you 

my notice of my truth, my whole truth, and nothing but my truth, as follows… 

Your deputy head at johns school is a liar… 

I am telling you my god given, godly guided and divine unalienable right to tell you my 

truth, as per the bible, the koran, the kabala, the bagvadita, you get the drift… 

What you choose to do with this truth is now up to you… 

The truth is self evident… lies need more lies to coverup… 

I was telling johns teacher the TRUTH… 

Do you want me to lie to the teacher??? 

Are you asking me to not tell the TRUTH??? 

Johns teacher has done nothing wrong… 

Why are you imposing this upon johns teacher and not the deputy head teacher who has 

lied to me, and I now deem to be unfit to work in and around children until proven 

otherwise… 

I thought you were the solicitors so please please please accept my apology… I want open 

accountable and transparent disclosure,,, so you have my full consent and permission to 

give ALL our documentation to your solicitors… I strongly suggest you do get a solicitor as I 

want full discovery and disclosure, and only the truth out there… 

The reason for the foi is because I don’t think the head master is keeping proper and full 

records of all correspondence… 



And you have now chosen to deliberate or make summary judgement for and on my behalf, 

without my informed written consent I might add, and you also admitted you are not a 

solicitor, and thus not a BAR I presume either… 

I do not consent for any of your staff to make decisions about me or my family without 

talking to us first and getting our permission in writing with reference to thank you… 

I asked for ALL… 

Any avoidance of proper disclosure when asked to do so, may result in futher legal action at 

a later date by me, if the need arises… I don’t want to… but I will… 

You do not have my permission to reword my words or works thank you… 

If you don’t know what I am saying then please ask… 

I don’t entertain nor engage with liars, deceivers, manipulators, liars, liars, dishonest 

people, power mad people, power hungry people, greedy people, liars, you get the drift… 

jesus, guru nan singh, and allah the prophet peace and blessings told me to avoid at all cost 

when I can, and I will… 

But if you choose not to tell the rest of the staff my notice of my truth’S then sobeit… you 

will have to make that choice and be accountable for that… 

I want discovery… 

I want disclosure… 

I want my truths to be heard fairly by all, and then I can be judged accordingly… 

I am very happy with the rest of the school… there is no problem… except maybe with the 

head… but definitely a big issue with the deputy head who is a liar… 

I promise as per my creator to,,, 

Just be nice 

Do no harm 

Keep the peace 

You have my word on thos three mantras I live by each and every single day now… 

But I would rather be dead than defend a liar... 

Goodly godly values are in the heart and not in the bricks… you cannot hold love… you have 

to be love… and that is all I am now… 

 

 



Also… its blatantly obvious and very clear now that you don’t want to hear me from an 

unbias place, and I believe there is a conflict of interest here, or you are not the right 

person for a person to speak to regarding an impartial approach and opinion… 

Who do I speak to, that holds you to account, and is actually prepared to come to our 

house and talk about this… 

I will NOT be alone with the head or deputy head now,,, that would be a serious concern for 

my safety and wellbeing,,, 

Who in a superior authority, or civil service do I approach and speak to next, that actually 

sits and talks with parents, that hasn’t already made their minds up before even talking to 

the parents… who is impartial to the school, and probably now even the trust thank you… 

 

 

May god bless you, may god guide you, and may god protect you… 

I wish you all well… 

Johns dad… 

 

 

 

 

 


